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Often characterized in the
Western world as primitive
or inferior, the cultures and
traditions of Africa are, in
actuality, vibrant and rich.
While Africa is experiencing
political
strife
and
modernization, both of which
detract from the practice of
many of its traditions, African
culture is alive and well.
“It is, however, important
to realize that one cultural
practice somewhere does not
mean that everybody does
the same thing throughout the
continent. Everything varies
according to ethnic groups,”
said Humanities Professor
Ibrahima Ndoye.
“Going
back
to
the
1930’s, the most important
thing
Africans—African
intellectuals—have done is
the birth of the Negritude

Movement,” Ndoye explained.
“The Negritude Movement
rewrote the history and the
culture of Africans. The
creation of the Negritude
Movement helped change
the perception of Africans
projected through colonial
literature.”
The stereotype of the
diverse peoples of Africa
originating
from
inferior
cultures was propagated by
colonial literature. Following
the creation of the Negritude
Movement, this stereotype
caused problems for Africans
in a very different way.
“From that point on, there
were issues of cultural
identities, as many Africans
had been educated in Western
schools and institutions. It
wasn’t promoting the values of
the African continent,” Ndoye
said. “African authors up until
the late 1960’s were beginning
to write with pride and

recognition of African culture
for the sake of validation of said
cultures. They then presented
their cultures without sugarcoating them for the sake of
validation…basically
they
presented with pride African
culture to resolve the issue
of identity crisis that had
befallen the continent.” One
excellent example of the
way African authors began
to present their cultures
with pride was the depiction
of Okonkwo in “Things Fall
Apart,” by African author
Chinua Achebe. In the novel,
Okonkwo is presented as an
uncompromising man, which
Ndoye describes as a “Man of
pride, contrary to the initial
description of Westerners of
Africans as ‘big children.’”
Great strides have also
been made in Africa in the
areas of music, literature
and theater. One point of
interest concerning the fine

arts of Africa is that while
the Western world often
characterizes the African
people as possessing primitive
cultures, African artists have
always mesmerized it.
“Today in the Western
World, African music is very
valuable,” Ndoye said. “These
(African
musicians)
are
artists who are recognized
worldwide.” Some of the most
recognizable figures in the
African music scene, such as
Papa Wemba, Youssou Hdour
of Senegal and Salif Keida of
Mali, have even performed at
the University of Illinois and
Parkland College.
On the topic of theater
and
literature,
Professor
Ndoye said, “There are major
works of literature which are
performed worldwide, such
as ‘The Lion and the Jewel’ by
Wole Soyinka from Nigeria.
It addresses the clash of
modernity and traditions in

Africa.”
The
conflict
between
the cultural traditions and
ways of the African people
and the encroachment of
modernization has resulted
in a number of changes in the
way every day Africans live
their lives. Given the ready
availability of libraries, cell
phones, the internet, and
other modern conventions,
Africans shifted from a strong
oral tradition to written texts
as a means of transmitting
information from generation
to generation. The perception
of elders in African society as
a wellspring of information
has
likewise
decreased.
While polygamy, arranged
marriages and both male and
female circumcision are still
practiced, they have become
less common or the societal
view of them has changed.
See NDOYE on P. 5
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Every year, America and
other nations around the
world take time to recognize
and remember the well-known
African Americans in history
that made a difference. Black
History Month first started
out as a Black History Week
in February of 1926. Historian
Carter G. Woodson began the
observation in order to educate
the American people about
African-American
history,
concentrating on their cultural
background
and
highly
regarded achievements. It
wasn’t until 1986 that Congress
selected February as National
Black History Month.
Each year since, schools
across the nation seek to
inform their students of the
importance of Black History
Month. Parkland College, in
particular, is putting together
several
different
events
throughout the month to
celebrate. This year, there will
be more than twelve events
hosted throughout the month
of February. Voter registration
kiosks will also be appearing in
the College Center to promote
the importance of voting. This

particular event is important
not only because of the African
Americans fight for the right
to vote – but commemorates
women’s struggles as well.
Putting
together
these
events is the Black History
Committee, comprised of
faculty, professional support
staff,
administrators
and
student
representatives.
Many
departments
from
Academic
and
Student
Services are represented in
the committee, such as Social
Science faculty, the Library,
Admissions, Counseling and
Advising, Disability Services
and Marketing. Additional
support came from members
representing
Institutional
Advancement. The intent of
the Black History Committee
is to furnish programming that
is both educational, thought
provoking, and entertaining.
One of the first few events
is the Black Student SUCCESS
Workshop,
facilitated
by
Professor Kevin Hastings
on February 8, from 1 - 2
p.m. in D-244. The goal of the
workshop is to help students
understand the connection
between effort, commitment,
learning and grades. He will
also supply tips on achieving

good grades and expectations
that instructors have for their
students. The workshop will
be interactive and there will
be time for questions. All
students are welcome to join.
In the Flag Lounge on
February 14, clips from the
movie “For Colored Girls”
will be played along with
a discussion. “For Colored
Girls” is a drama film that
is about African American
women and the struggles that
these women go through. The
movie was chosen to run on
Valentines Day because it is
aimed to give empowerment
to women and show them that
women do not have to depend
on a man to be strong.
The film’s main cast consists
of nine African-American
women, seven of which are
based on the original play’s
seven characters exclusively
known by color (“Lady in Red,”
“Lady in Black” and “Lady
in Yellow,” for example.).
Each character deals with a
contrasting personal struggle,
such as love, abandonment,
rape, infidelity or abortion. The
characters are all portrayed
in their representative color.
See BHM on P. 2

Both President John Adams and President
Thomas Jefferson died on the same day,
exactly 50 years after the signing of the
Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1826.
(Find the answer on page five)
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Food service changes on horizon
Tyler Cravens
Student Government
President
The Parkland College Board
of Trustees voted to enter
contract negotiations with a
new food service company,
Food for Thought. This past
Wednesday at the regular
board meeting, a decision
was unanimously made to
approve the recommendation
of the administration and
Student Government. We
recommended that Chartwells
be replaced as our food service
provider citing high prices,
poor food quality and a history
of poor communication.
The process started over
a year ago when a survey
of students and staff was
conducted to gain insight into
what the priorities should be
in our next food vendor. Then,
a request for proposals was
released. The next step was to
visit the sites of the companies
who submitted proposals. The
site visits were to see what
the companies were capable
of doing, specifically in the
new Student Services Center
when it is complete. However,
the intention was also to
improve the food service in the
immediate future.
This fall, I was contacted
by Vice President of Student
Services Dr. Linda Moore to
represent the student body in

Photo Illustration by Briana Kay Stodden/Prospectus News

Chartwells, current food service provider at Parkland, has been under heavy criticism from students for high pricing and poor food
quality. The company will be taken over by a new provider, Food for Thought, over spring break pending contract negotiations.
the selection process. The site
visits, which were in Chicago
and spread over two days,
were the real test of what
these companies were capable
of. I brought along Secretary

of Student Government, Rosy
Juarez, as well. Rosy and I,
along with Dr. Moore and Jim
Bustard, the Physical Plant
Director who led the process,
set out on a mission. That

mission was to find a company
that had high quality food, a
wide menu selection and a
better economic value.
Food for Thought was the
hands down winner of the

above three categories. They
are also headquartered in
Illinois whereas the others
were not. Keeping business
in-state is always great
whenever possible. After

meeting the top executives at
Food for Thought it is clear
to us that they are a food
driven company run by chefs.
They seem to understand the
importance of communication.
This is Food for Thought’s
first venture out of Chicago
and we are glad that they
chose Parkland College. The
timetable for Food for Thought
taking over is pending because
of uncertainties in contract
negotiations. There is a chance
that you will see them directly
after Spring Break or it could
be over the summer.
Student Government is here
to represent the student body.
When I ran for President of
Student Government I had
promised to improve the food
services here. Thanks to the
administration and Board
of Trustees I was given that
chance in a much larger way
than I could have imagined.
The students and staff of this
campus will be much better
off with Food for Thought.
I also want to thank all the
students who gave input along
the way, without their support
so much of what we do would
not be possible.
You can visit Food for
Thought’s website at www.
fftchicago.com. Email Student
Government
at
stugo@
parkland.edu.

Twitter’s censorship policy stirs up a storm
Jessica Guynn
Los Angeles Times

Illustration by Chris Ware/Lexington Herald-Leader

Despite protests, Twitter insists that it remains fully committed to free speech. It used to be that
if Twitter removed a tweet, it vanished from the Web. Now a tweet that violates the law in one
country will still be visible in the rest of the world.

SAN FRANCISCO - Twitter
has promoted itself as a
beacon of free speech, and
that image was burnished
when revolutionaries used
the social media service to
organize protests during last
year’s Arab Spring uprising.
But in what many view as
an about-face, Twitter now
says it has the power to block
tweets in a specific country
if the government legally
requires it to do so, triggering
outrage around the world,
especially in Arab countries.
Dissidents and activists
there fear the new policy
will stifle free speech and
thousands of users are
threatening
to
boycott
Twitter.
“Is it safe to say that Twitter
is selling us out?” asked
Egyptian activist Mahmoud
Salem.
The flood of criticism
was unusual for Twitter,
which drapes itself in the
First Amendment. Its chief
executive, Dick Costolo,
refers to it as “the free speech
wing of the free speech
party.”
Jack Dorsey, who created
Twitter, even named one of the
conference rooms at his San
Francisco company “Tahrir
Square” in recognition of
the pivotal role that Twitter
played in the uprising in
Cairo.
But Twitter, like other
major Internet companies,
is struggling to reconcile its
philosophical opposition to
censorship with the economic

MEET THE PROS
Photo Illustration by
Burke Stanion/Prospectus News

Vanessa Burgett speaks
to
Parkland
students
and faculty at the 4th in
Parkland’s
“MEET
THE
PROS” lecture series held
in room C118 on Jan. 25,
2012. Vanessa is a graphic
designer on the Krannert
Center for the Performing
Arts marketing team. In the
lecture, she shared her work
and the process involved in
its creation. The next event,
Mar. 7, will bring software
developer, Jeff Adams.

desire to fan out around the
globe.
Facebook,
Google
and
Yahoo navigate a complex
web of laws and state-imposed
restrictions that can be used to
suppress dissident voices and
sway public opinion.
It is common practice for
Internet companies to take
down content that is illegal in
a particular country.
Twitter insists that it
remains fully committed to
free speech. It used to be that
if Twitter removed a tweet, it
vanished from the Web. Now
a tweet that violates the law in
one country will still be visible
in the rest of the world.
Twitter will post a censorship
notice whenever a tweet is
removed, similar to what
Google does.
It will share the removal
requests on the Chilling Effects
website, which advocates for
Internet freedom and tracks
take-down notices.
Twitter said it would not
remove any tweets unless it
is legally required to do so,
and then only after an internal
review.
Twitter’s general counsel,
Alexander Macgillivray, a
former Google lawyer who
helped the Internet search
giant craft its censorship
policies, also helped create
the chillingeffects.org website
while at Harvard.
Yet when legally required,
Twitter has removed tweets
that infringed on copyrights or
link to child pornography.
It says it has endeavored
to be transparent. Twitter
publicly disclosed that the
U.S. government had obtained

BHM
continued from page 1

Each of their narratives is
different, but the characters
interact within each other’s
lives.
Toward the end of the month,
the Annual Wellness Fair will
take place in the college’s
Gallery and Flag lounges on
February 22 from 10 a.m. 1 p.m. This is a free chance
for community residents to
better their physical, spiritual,
emotional, and intellectual
well-being. More than 30
health
organizations
and
agencies promoting wellness
are anticipated to attend and
provide information.
“This
year’s
planning

Media freedom

People are more likely to perceive
the media in their country to have
more freedom than not.
Do the media in this country have
a lot of freedom, or not?
Yes

No

World
median
Netherlands
Denmark
Australia
Sweden
Finland
U.S.
Mauritania
Belarus
Armenia
Haiti
Chad

67

23

95

4

95

4

95

4

94

4

94

3

89

11
32
30
29
28
27

64

45
47
48
72

NOTE: Don’t know/refused not included
© 2011 MCT
Source: Gallup poll of approximately 1,000
adults Feb.-Dec. 2010; margin of error:
+/- 1.4-4.7 percentage points

a court order requiring Twitter
to hand over information
about four Twitter users in the
WikiLeaks investigation.
Twitter said it went public so
that the users could fight the
request. It says it’s applying
that same principle here.
“One of our core values as
a company is to defend and
respect each user’s voice,”
Twitter wrote in a blog post.
“We try to keep content up
wherever and whenever we
See STORM on P. 5

provided the option for
several film clip viewings
with discussion and a few
more educational displays
at various times throughout
the month in both the College
Center and the first floor
display in the Social Science
department,” Dean of Students
Marietta Turner stated.
“We are also pleased to
offer a display showcasing the
career of our Access Success
Speaker, Mr. Dwight Miller
who is a successful McDonald’s
minority franchise owner,”
Turner noted.
These events and many
others can be expected
throughout the month, so be
sure to keep an eye out for the
activities around campus.

Lifestyle
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Diners can’t do without their smartphones
- Restaurants (mostly) tapping into the spirit

Jessica Gelt
Los Angeles Times
Ding. Bzzzt. Bap. Beep. That’s
the sound of conversation in
restaurants these days. Where
cellphones once posed a nuisance
as people chatted loudly into them
during meals, smartphones now
present a whole new set of etiquette
issues as entire tables disappear
into the Internet via small glowing
screens.
Like
an
analog
worldmunching Pac-Man, the modern
smartphone has morphed into
instant
messenger,
mailbox,
camera, flashlight, computer, map,
dictionary, newspaper, personal
assistant and social media portal.
And as such its use at the table
has become so prevalent that
“restaurants are now forced to
incorporate how to deal with them
into the sequence of service and
table maintenance,” says Eric
Rosenfeld, the general manager of
the lush trattoria Il Covo, in MidCity Los Angeles, which has begun
offering diners small plates to
hold their phones in order to shield
them from potential spills and
dinner debris.
Some fine dining restaurants
frown upon cellphone use - at
Patina, the menu requests, “This
restaurant is a quiet haven from
the stress and tumult of everyday
life. Please help us by turning
your cell phone to vibrate while
dining.” And a few places, such
as Sushi Nozawa, go as far as to
post “no cellphone” signs. But
most restaurants, like Il Covo, are
finding ways to address what many
consider the new reality of our
fast-paced digital era while at the
same time working to encourage
diners to stay involved with their
dining companions.

“If a diner would like to have
their phone on the table, we want
to protect it as much as possible,”
Rosenfeld explains, adding that
many restaurants in Los Angeles
even keep a discreet stash of
iPhone and BlackBerry chargers
on hand and train servers on how
and when to approach a diner on a
phone and what to do if a phone is
in the way when it comes time to
deliver a plate. (The hard and fast
rule is never put your hands on
another man’s phone.)
That’s the practical side. There
is also the matter of manners, and
when it comes to that thorny issue,
most people will tell you that using
a phone at the table is not polite
while simultaneously admitting to
being guilty of having used their
phone at the table. It’s a form of
digital hypocrisy that has foodies
chatting, both online and off.
Or so it seemed to friends
John Purcell, a lawyer, and Katie
Sticksell, a restaurant manager,
who recently coined the term
“reciprocell”
in
the
Urban
Dictionary. Reciprocell refers to
the behavior that opens the door
to all of that tableside chirping,
humming and busy cellphone
buzzing.
“We noticed that once one person
at the table took out their phone,
instead of complaining, everyone
else sort of did it,” Purcell says of
the word and its definition, which
is, “The act of checking one’s email
after a companion has pulled his or
her BlackBerry or iPhone out first.
Often used when one is initially
afraid of being criticized for
checking the phone.”
The
blithe
wink-and-nod
conjured by the word “reciprocell”
pretty much sums up most people’s
feeling about the issue: It’s simply
part of the wireless fabric of 21st

century living, one worthy of
examination and in dire need of a
digital-era Emily Post.
“It’s a busy world now, so it’s
hard to tell people to not text when
they have so much business going
on and so many business dinners,”
says celebrity chef Kerry Simon of
Simon L.A. and Simon Restaurant
& Lounge at Palms Casino in Las
Vegas. “What are you going to do?
You can’t dictate to diners how to
behave.”
That’s why an outright cellphone
ban at restaurants is unlikely, says
Christian Page, the chef of Short
Order at the original Farmers
Market in L.A.
“The phone is part of the place
setting now,” Page says. “When
people sit down, they put their
phone down somewhere too.”
Page says that what people do at
his restaurant on their own time is
their own business, but when he’s
out with someone, particularly
a date, he’d prefer she keep her
phone out of sight.
“I operate on two rules: the
golden rule, and whatever my mom
would tell me to do,” he says. “Get
that door open before the girl gets
to it, stand up when she leaves the
table and don’t be on your phone at
dinner. It’s rude.”
In fact, the phone can be a great
indicator of how a date is going,
says Joe Brooke, a former Next
Door Lounge bartender who was
runner-up in L.A.’s Best Bartender
competition.
“If it’s good, they’re completely
focused on the other person,” he
says. “But when someone gets up
to go to the bathroom, the phone
comes out and they get their fix.”
Using your phone here and there
Photo by Ricardo DeAratanha/Los Angeles Times/MCT
at the bar is one thing, but actually Customers text on their cell phones while dining at M.B. Post restaurant in Manhattan

Beach, California, January 20, 1012. Jerry Garbus, general manager of M.B. Post, says

See TEXT on P. 5 cell phones can provide a useful way of connecting with others while dining.

Famous African-Americans in technology
Buster Bytes
Tech Columnist

For more
information
about African
American
Innovators, visit:
- http://inventors.about.
com/od/blackinventors/
Famous_Black_
Inventors.htm
- http://blackpast.org

Today marks the beginning of
Black History Month, which is
a perfect time to commemorate
the achievements of African
Americans in the history of
technology. This month-long
observation began in 1926 as
Negro History week under the
suggestion of historian Carter
G. Woodson. It was expanded in
1976 to become Black History
Month. It is celebrated in the
United Kingdom in October
and in February in the United
States and Canada, where
it is also known as AfricanAmerican History Month.
As this column generally
deals
with
technological
advances, it will now set out
to remember some of those
African
Americans
who
have been most influential
in our nation’s development
in this field. And while
these innovators and their
contributions are far too many
to list in one column, here
are just a few of the more
noteworthy:
If you’ve ever used the
phrase “The real McCoy,”
you may be interested to
discover where it originated.
Used as a means of describing
something which is genuine,
original or not an imitation,
the phrase has been accredited
by some as a reference to
Elijah McCoy. Born in 1844,
McCoy was a prolific engineer
and inventor who worked in
both Canada and the United
States. During his lifetime,
he received recognition by
acquiring 57 patents, the most
famous of which was for an
automatically lubricating oil
cup used in steam engines. It is

- http://www.
blackhistorysociety.ca
- http://www.
blackinventor.com

Photo by Joanne Ho-Young Lee/San Jose Mercury News

Dr. Mark E. Dean, Chief Technology Officer of IBM’s African and Middle Eastern divisions. He began his career at IBM by joining the
team that developed the first IBM personal computer.
said that McCoy’s system was
so superior to all imitators that
railroad engineers insisted
that their trains be outfitted
with “The real McCoy” system.
Whether this was the first use
of the phrase is debated my
some historians. A point that
is not debated is the extent
of McCoy’s legacy. Holding
patents for inventions ranging
from ironing boards to lawn
sprinklers, he was credited by
the famous African American
educator and political leader,
Booker T Washington, as the
most prolific black inventor
in history at the time. Dying
in 1929, McCoy left behind a
legacy, which many believe
revolutionized the field of
industrial lubrication.
Another prolific inventor
was Dr. Meredith “Flash”
Gourdine. Gourdine earned
the nickname “Flash” for his
feats as a track and field star,

which eventually led to an
Olympic silver medal in the
long jump in 1952. Gourdine’s
technological
innovations
occurred primarily in the field
of electrogasdynamics. Chief
among these was the Incineraid
system, which was used to
disperse smoke from burning
buildings and fog from airport
runways.
His
techniques
also enabled him to develop
the technology necessary to
produce electricity cheaply
and portably from lowgrade coal in high voltages.
Other applications of his
research include allergen and
pollution filtration systems,
removing salt from seawater,
and refrigeration. Gourdine
served on the President’s Panel
on Energy in 1964 and was
inducted into the Engineering
and Science Hall of Fame in
1994. He passed away in 1998 at
the age of 69 and left behind a

body of work, which continues
to affect the direction of
advancement in the field of
electrogasdynamics.
No less accomplished is
Mark Dean, Chief Technology
Officer for IBM’s African and
Middle Eastern divisions. A
key member of the teams
at IBM that first developed
the personal computer, Dean
holds three of IBM’s original
nine patents. Among his
accomplishments
during
his tenure as engineer at
IBM is his leadership of the
team responsible for the
development of the Industry
Standard Architecture bus.
This technology was crucial
in early personal computers
in that it allowed the different
peripheral
devices
such
as printers and modems
attached to a motherboard
to communicate with one
another. Not satisfied with

his success and wanting to
learn more about his field,
Dean returned to school and
earned his PhD in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford
in 1992. After returning to
IBM, Dean was awarded the
company’s highest award, the
title of IBM Fellow in both 1996
and 1997. He has also received
the Black Engineer of the
Year President’s Award and
was inducted into the National
Inventors Hall of Fame in
1997. In 1999, Dean made
further advances in the field
of microprocessors as part of
the team, which developed and
tested the first one-gigahertz
microprocessor. In 2001 Dean
was elected as a member of
the National Inventors Hall of
Fame. Today, Dean’s patents
and patents pending exceed 40,
and he continues to set trends
in the field of technology and
computer
innovation.
As

recently as last August, Dean,
one of the original developers
of the personal computer,
stated in his personal blog that
he now uses a tablet instead.
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Tens of thousands of Egyptians gathered on Tahrir Square, in Cairo, Egypt, on January 25, 2012, the first anniversary of the revolution that toppled president Hosni
Mubarak after three decades of suppressive regime.
Trudy Rubin
The Philadelphia Inquirer
One year ago, young
Egyptians poured into Tahrir
Square in a revolt whose
outcome surprised them as
much as the world.
It has become fashionable
to say their rebellion failed,
since its mostly secular
organizers couldn’t translate
Internet skills into political
power. When Egypt’s first
freely elected parliament in
six decades held its opening
session on Monday, Islamists
had more than 70 percent of
the seats, liberals less than
20 percent, and an alliance of
young revolutionaries only
2.35 percent.
So it was the right moment
to speak with Wael Ghonim,
the young Egyptian Google
executive who created and
administered the Facebook
page that sparked the Jan. 25
revolution. Ghonim, whom I
interviewed by phone from
Cairo, has just published
a fascinating book called
“Revolution 2.0: the Power of
the People is Greater than the
People in Power,” which lays
out details of how the rebels

organized - complete with
many of their email exchanges.
There is an energy in the book
and in Ghonim’s words that
makes one feel it is much too
soon to assume the revolution
is over, or to underestimate
what the rebels achieved.
“I think the revolution is
a process,” says the intense,
bearded 31-year-old with an
MBA from the American
University of Cairo. “Most of
us were not politically mature,
we didn’t see the challenges.
But if we look back a couple
of years, and anyone had told
me that (President Hosni)
Mubarak would have stepped
down, parliament would be
dissolved, and 27 million would
vote, I wouldn’t have believed
it.
“So
many
Egyptians
have been freed from the
psychological barrier of fear.”
It is that new freedom - from
fear - that Ghonim believes
holds the key to Egypt’s future.
His presumption - as yet
unproven - is that an aroused
public will hold its Islamist
government, and its military,
to account.
Ghonim’s book describes
how he, and his Internet

colleagues broke their own
fear barriers. As an educated,
tech-savvy
Egyptian,
he
chafed at the lack of political
alternatives to Mubarak. His
first move was to anonymously
create what later became the
official Facebook page for
Nobel laureate Mohammed
ElBaradei, who galvanized
young people by challenging
the Mubarak regime in 2010.
As his courage grew, Ghonim
felt impelled to act when he
saw a grisly online photo of
a young man beaten to death
by police in Alexandria. He
set up a Facebook page called
Kullena Khalid Said (We are
all Khalid Said), which later
became a rallying cry for the
Jan. 25 rally, originally called
to protest police brutality. The
book describes how Ghonim,
and fellow Internet buffs
gradually shed their fear
of action, and worked up to
organizing the Tahrir protest.
It also details Ghonim’s
terrifying
experiences
when he was arrested and
interrogated.
I asked Ghonim whether he
fears an Islamist government
will
install
a
religious
autocracy, perhaps in cahoots

with the Egyptian military,
which wants to retain its power.
I also asked what the Internet
rebels can do to protect the
new democracy, especially
since the public has tired of
demonstrations.
Ghonim admits that some
revolutions lead to new
dictatorships. But he believes
a public freed from fear will
hold the Muslim Brotherhood
(and the military) to account.
“I trust the Egyptian people,
and I trust democracy,” he
says. “People voted for the
Muslim Brothers because of
the good social work they did
in the past. Now they will have
to deal with the economy and
lack of jobs.
“In five years (at the next
election) the people will judge
them on what they achieved.”
If they don’t produce, he says,
the public will vote them out.
As for what the young rebels
can do, he has helped form a
political-pressure group called
Our Egypt, whose leaders
include “one liberal, one
leftist, one Salafi, one religious
leader and a filmmaker. Its
goals: to lobby parliament on
economic reforms and human
rights protections; to hold

the army accountable for its
promise to leave politics; and
to encourage more Egyptians
to get politically involved.
Can his group reach out to
the 80 percent of Egyptians
who aren’t Internet users? Can
it counter the propaganda on
state TV that still demonizes
independent civic groups?
Ghonim hopes so, even if its
members have to canvas door
to door.
“We need to get a critical
mass of the public interested
in politics,” he says. “We
have to give them a sense of
ownership. Dictators don’t
want people to be involved.
If there is accountability, it’s
very hard to push their heads
down again.”
As we say goodbye, I hear
Ghonim arguing with the taxi
driver in whose cab he’s been
riding. “The driver recognized
me and didn’t want me to pay,”
he says, “but I insisted. I told
him ‘there are no more idols or
dictators here.’”
--(c)2012 The Philadelphia
Inquirer

Our leaders, not Colbert, made the mockery
Dick Polman
The Philadelphia Inquirer
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Mark Twain once remarked,
“Humor is the great thing, the saving
thing. The minute it crops up, all our
irritations and resentments slip away,
and a sunny spirit takes their place.”
No dose of humor could leave
us feeling sunny about a slimy
Republican campaign that’s awash
in unprecedented cash, thanks to
a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that
has rendered the process farcical.
But Twain rightfully suggests it’s
mentally healthy to laugh at life’s
idiocies, that humor can tamp down
irritations if we view them through
the prism of farce.
Which is why Stephen Colbert,
a latter-day Twain and mock
presidential candidate, is so valuable
these days. Absurdism may be the
only effective way to expose the
absurdities of campaign finance laws.
The laws have become so ludicrous
that they require a satirist to unpack
them in the pursuit of truth (or, as he
calls it, “truthiness”).
Colbert owes the existence of his
Super PAC - which is actually not
his; it’s called The Definitely Not
Coordinated with Stephen Colbert
Super PAC - to the 2010 high court
decision that licensed the flood of
endless (and often anonymous) big
money into presidential campaigns.
The court said the money could
be
pumped
unchecked
into
“independent” groups - Super PACs as long as they don’t coordinate with

candidates. The court insisted that
Super PAC donations “do not give
rise to corruption, or the appearance
of corruption.”
How naive. For months, the
airwaves in early primary states have
been corrupted by tens of millions of
dollars worth of lies, in 30-second
salvos, by groups such as Restore
Our Future (a pro-Romney PAC) and
Winning Our Future (a pro-Gingrich
PAC). Winning is airing a Florida
ad calling Romney “the inventor of
government-run health care,” which
is nuts, because the Massachusetts
plan is not government-run.
Winning is run by close Gingrich
allies, just as Restore is run by close
Romney allies. They don’t need to
“coordinate,” because they know
what the candidates want. Indeed,
Gingrich’s candidacy might well be
on fumes today if not for Winning.
And Winning would be on fumes if
not for one Vegas mogul (Newt pal
Sheldon Adelson) who’s racking up
record profits from his Macao casino.
The satire writes itself.
Colbert wants to obey the law. He
originally christened his PAC with
the name Americans for a Better
Tomorrow, Tomorrow, but after
receiving deadpan on-air advice
from a real federal elections expert,
attorney Trevor Potter, he changed
the PAC name and brought his buddy
John Stewart to run it and noncoordinate it. After the ceremonial
transfer, Stewart’s group actually
See PAC on P. 5
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NDOYE
continued from page 1

Polygamy for instance has
become less common due
to fewer men being able to
support multiple spouses,
and while males are still
circumcised, it is no longer
considered a rite of passage.
One crucial aspect of African
culture is the importance of
the nuclear and extended
families. When asked about
how important family is,
Ndoye responded, “More so
in Africa than any place else.
If that’s how it is in America,
you can believe that it started
in Africa. Extended family is

TEXT
continued from page 3

placing it on a coaster for the
duration is another.
“It’s the equivalent of a kid
being told to put their video
game controller down and go
outside,” Brooke says. “If a
customer is focusing on it too
much, I’ll say something like,
‘Is the Internet still working?’
Just a gentle suggestion. If
liquor is involved, you never
want to be direct.”
Plus, if a diner is constantly
submerged in his or her phone,
it’s difficult to provide good
service, which by its very
definition must be interactive,
says Paige Reilly, the manager
of the beer program at Echo
Park’s Mohawk Bend and
Tony’s Darts Away in Burbank,
Calif. She relates a story about
two men she once saw who
did not talk to each other at
dinner more than once but
constantly showed each other
text messages that they were
sending to other people.
“I think by the time it was
over, I was laughing out loud,”
she says.
Cellphones aren’t always a
distraction, though, says Jerry
Garbus, general manager of
M.B. Post in Manhattan Beach,

extremely important. Cousins,
aunts and uncles may even live
in the same household. Family
is the most essential aspect of
African life.”
However, with the rise of
modernization and the spread
of Western ideals in Africa,
even the nuclear family is
“under threat” according to
Ndoye, because young couples
living in rural Africa will often
leave their extended families
for the cities. Still, in spite of
the political strife and other
factors that plague Africa, it
would be a mistake to assume
that Africans are without
a strong culture rich with
traditions.

Calif. They can also provide a
useful way of connecting with
others while dining.
“The cellphone in our
dining room is a seamless
thing,” Garbus says. “We’ve
had guests literally reading a
review on Yelp and ordering
what was in the review during
service.”
Diners at M.B. Post also
regularly check in at the
restaurant on Facebook via
their phones (the restaurant
has nearly 1,500 Facebook
check-ins).
“It creates a unique and fun
environment. I’m friends with
many of our guests, and when
someone checks in I can see it
on my phone and go and say
hello,” Garbus says.
M.B. Post’s chef, David
LeFevre, also keeps an active
Twitter feed on which he
regularly posts pictures of
food.
“He tweeted this photo of
him holding a sheet tray of
bacon as it came out of the
oven and posted a photo of our
sticky buns on Facebook, and
it just blew up and everybody
left comments and wanted to
be a part of it,” Garbus says.
--(c)2012 the Los Angeles
Times

STORM
continued from page 2

can, and we will be transparent
with users when we can’t.”
Some free-speech advocates
defended Twitter, saying it
was handing them tools to fight
censorship.
Zeynep Tufekci, assistant
professor at the University of
North Carolina and a fellow at
the Harvard Berkman Center
for Internet and Society,
said she found herself in the
unusual position of praising,
not condemning, the policies
of an Internet company.
“Twitter is setting the bar as
high as it can,” Tufekci said. “It
does not deserve the reaction
it’s getting.”
Said Jillian York, director
for international freedom of
expression at the Electronic
Frontier Foundation: “Once

PAC

continued from page 4
aired an ad in South Carolina,
going negative on Romney in
the new Super PAC tradition.
To wit: Since Romney believes
corporations are people, and
since Bain Capital has killed
corporations, doesn’t that
make Romney a serial killer?
WhenColbertwasquestioned
on ABC News about the ad, he
deadpanned: “I don’t want any
untrue ads on the air that could
in any way be traced to me. I
don’t know if Mitt Romney is a
serial killer. That’s a question
he’s going to have to answer.”
Satirists start with a nucleus
of truth and build on it. But

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 - Page 5

people see how Twitter is
implementing this, they will
calm down.”
But other groups accused
Twitter of siding with censors
and demanded that it scrap the
new policy.
“Twitter is depriving cyber
dissidents
in
repressive
countries of a crucial tool for
information and organization,”
Reporters Without Borders, a
journalist organization, wrote
in a letter to Dorsey, Twitter’s
executive chairman.
State
Department
spokeswoman Victoria Nuland
on Friday credited Twitter
with being transparent about
its approach to censorship, but
said it was too early to tell if
policy would harm users.
Twitter’s
medium
for
lightning-quick
selfexpression
has
powered
political protests throughout
the world from the Occupy

Wall Street movement in the
United States to the Arab
Spring uprisings in Egypt,
Bahrain, Tunisia and Syria.
Nowhere was it a more
important tactical tool than in
the uprising that overthrew
Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak.
“Twitter had a massive effect
on the course of the revolution
before, during and after,” said
Ahmad Saied, an Egyptian
journalist and a blogger.
Its ambitions to grow from
100 million active users to
more than 1 billion may
ultimately bring Twitter into
conflict with its ideals.
With its expansion into more
countries will come increased
pressure to censor tweets. If
it violates the law in a country
where it has employees, those
employees risk arrest and
prosecution. That includes
democracies such as France

and Germany, which have
strict prohibitions on Nazi
propaganda.
“They’ve said their intention
is to remain supportive of free
speech and to continue to
enable people to use Twitter
as a tool for organizing and
communication,” said Rebecca
MacKinnon, a fellow at the
New America foundation who
follows freedom of expression
online. “But we shouldn’t take
them at their word. We should
look at what they do and hold
them to their word.”
(Staff writers David Sarno
in Los Angeles and Jeffrey
Fleishman and Amro Hassan
in Cairo contributed to this
report.)
--(c)2012 the Los Angeles
Times

Colbert, on ABC News, barely
needed to exaggerate. His first
sentence captured the gist of
the current shell game. And
the latter two sentences bring
to mind a true story about
Lyndon B. Johnson running
for office in Texas. He told an
aide to spread the rumor that
his opponent enjoyed carnal
relations with animals. The
aide said the charge wasn’t
true. LBJ said, “I know that.
But let’s make the SOB deny
it.”
Colbert is fortunate to be
plying his craft in a culture
soaked in postmodern irony,
but he’s part of a tradition that
dates back at least to Jonathan
Swift. Three centuries ago,
Swift was lauded and reviled

in England as a satirical enfant
terrible, particularly when
he skewered British policy
toward Ireland. Mimicking
the earnest political tracts of
his era, Swift in 1729 offered
his “modest proposal” that the
Irish solve their hunger and
poverty by eating their own
children.
Colbert’s deadpan delivery is
reminiscent of Swift’s deadpan
prose: “I have been assured by
a very knowing American of
my acquaintance in London
that a young, healthy child,
well-nursed, is, at a year old,
a most delicious, nourishing,
and wholesome food, whether
stewed, roasted, baked, or
boiled.”
Many Brits didn’t get the

joke, and not all Americans
appreciate Colbert. Leslie
Marshall, a radio talk-show
host, complained the other
day that Colbert is “choosing
to make a mockery of both
our voting process and the
seriousness of an individual
running for office. ... The
matter of running this country,
keeping us safe, working to
create jobs, health care, etc., is
no laughing matter.”
Actually, our leaders have
long made a mockery of the
process without any help from
Colbert. His performance art
is welcome proof that humor
can spotlight absurdity, on the
bumpy road to truthiness.
--(c)2012 The Philadelphia Inquirer

Answer : True
Get it right?
Show current ID and receive $10 off application fee @ Westgate Apartments
1600 W. Bradley Ave. Champaign, IL
Open M-F 9am – 5:30pm, Sat. 10am – 4pm
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Welcome Back Students! Did you know you can earn
an advanced degree on the Parkland College campus?
For more information about Bachelor’s and Master’s
degrees offered at Parkland, visit the EIU Center at
Parkland, located in Room X107 (near the Parkland
Bookstore) or call us at 351-2543.
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Easy Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 13

Sudoku
(easy)
Sudoku #7

Classifieds
Your ad here

Place your classified here for only $5 per week. Ads must
be less than three lines or 30 words. Contact our ad department today! 217-351-2206 or prospectusads@parkland.edu

1
“An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of his individualistic
concerns to the broader concerns of
all humanity.”
		

BREWSTER ROCKIT

- Martin Luther King, Jr.
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THE
TVTV
CROSSWORD
The
Crossword
Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Or use the answers page

Use it to identify the next square you should solve.
by Jacqueline
E. Mathews
if you really get stuck.

By Jacqueline E. Mathews

1
5
8
9
xkcd.com

12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
32

ACROSS
Brokaw and Bergeron
“__: Miami”
In the distance
Reddish corrosion that forms on
iron
“Say Yes to the __”
Frog of “Sesame Street”
McShane and McKellen
“Cold __”
“Spider-__”
Flavor enhancer, for short
Racer A. J. __
“__ the Explorer”
Sitcom in which Sherman
Hemsley stars as a deacon
White of “The Golden Girls”
“__ Like Us”; sitcom for Chris
Hardwick
Series for Alan Alda and Loretta
Swit
“Meet the __”
Unpleasant
“__ Improvement”
Scarcity
“__ About You”
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle

35 “__ Age: Dawn of the
Dinosaurs”; blockbuster
animated film
36 Every
37 Farmland unit
38 Ted of “The Mary Tyler Moore
Show”
40 “Touched by an __”
41 Short-tailed weasel
42 Creative thought
43 Mean Amin of Uganda
44 Prepares Easter eggs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
15
17
19
20
22
23
25
26
27
30
31
33
34
36
37
39

(c) 2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

40

DOWN
Skater Lipinski and others
“Rules __”
Church service
Yrbk. section
“Falcon __”
Confident
Suffix for journal or tour
Role on “NCIS”
Begin
Indistinct; hard to make out
Actress Panabaker
Swindles; cheats
Negative vote
Family of Tina of “30 Rock”
Piece of classroom furniture
Think deeply
“Welcome __, Kotter”
“The Great Lakes State”: abbr.
Fraternity letter
Hudson and others
Actress Christine __
“Sister __”; film for Whoopi
Goldberg
Regions
Dover’s state: abbr.
Mild oath
Mayberry resident
“__ Dalmatians”; movie for Glenn
Close
Assistance

The only way to have a friend is to be one.

3
1
7
5 9
8 7 5
2
4
9
3 1
8
4 5 1 9
2
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#13 Lincoln
uses second half
surge to put
away Cobras

PC Women roll
past Lincoln
Rod Lovett
Athletic Director
Caitlin Cody’s 21 points, 5
rebounds, and 3 assists led the
Parkland women’s basketball
team to a 78-50 victory against
Lincoln College on Saturday
afternoon in Lincoln. Cody
scored the first basket for PC
as the Cobras darted out to an
11-0 lead, only to have Lincoln
go on an 11-4 run and cut the
Cobra lead to 15-11. PC then
scored on their next four possessions to take a 38-24 lead at
the half. Cody tallied 13 points
and Kristyne Smyth added six
points to help get the Cobras on
track in the opening stanza.
The two teams played evenly
to start the second half, and PC
held a 46-33 lead at the 14:00
mark until Lindsay Lenon hit
back to back threes to break
the game open and give Park-
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land a 52-33 lead. Strong bench
play and solid defense enabled
the Cobras to roll from there,
as Parkland shot 49% for the
game and dished out 18 assists.
In addition to Cody’s big
afternoon, several Cobras
helped the Cobra cause as
Smyth finished with 11 points
and 4 assists. April Barnett and
Uzuri Williams each added 8
points, and Lenon and Heather
Baker each finished with 7
points. Taylor Redeker led the
Cobra rebounding effort as
she pulled down 7 boards, and
Lexie Taylor also dished out
4 assists. The PC bench was
key to the win outscoring their
Lynx counterparts 29-12.
Parkland is now 13-7 overall and 2-2 in the M-WAC and
will play at Shawnee (1-19) on
Wednesday at 5:30 in Ullin.
Lincoln falls to (6-13 1-2).

Rod Lovett
Athletic Director
For the second straight
weekend the Parkland Men’s
Basketball team hit the road to
take on a nationally ranked foe
and unfortunately the outcome
followed the same script as
the Cobras fell to #13 Lincoln
88-70. Much like their lost last
Saturday to #3 John Wood, the
Cobras surrendered another
second half lead. The first 20
minutes was a back and forth,
hard fought contest, which
saw several lead changes that
left the Cobras trailing by just
one at the half.
After the break, Parkland

took their last lead of the game
at (44-43) with 13:08 remaining before Lincoln closed out
the game with an incredible
45-26 run. The Lynx controlled
the boards as Lincoln out
rebounded the Cobras 58-30
for the game, and used their
aggressiveness to shoot 41
free throws, 18 more then the
Cobras. Parkland finished with
two players in double figures,
Shaq Lowery had 18 and Cody
McCollum scored 15. With the
loss the Cobras fall to (12-9 and
1-2 in M-WAC play) while Lincoln improves to (17-4 3-0).
Next up for PC will be a road
trip next Saturday to face the
Jaguars in Danville.

Head
to
Head

Past Super Bowl
winning quarterbacks
Eli Manning and
Tom Brady meet for
the second time in the
big game.
How the two
players and their
teams match up
this time:

PIC ME
Get your picture
taken and printed

Sunday, Feb. 5,
at 6:25 p.m. ET, on NBC,
Lucas Oil Stadium,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Eli Manning

Passer rating
92.9

Yds

Att

4,933

589

7
TDs Ints

Cmp
359

29

Quarterbacks

16

Comparison of the
starting quarterbacks’
regular season stats

New York Giants
L
7

Offense

2011 record
Pct.
.563

Finish
1st–NFC East

2011 rankings

Total offense
Rushing
Passing

Defense

Total defense
Rushing
Passing

Rank Yards/game
8
32
5

Rank

27
29
29

Passer rating
Yds

5,235

Teams

Comparison of the
Giants’ and
Patriots’ regular
season stats

385.1
89.2
295.9

Edge

Yards/game

376.4
121.2
255.1

105.6

Att

611

Source: NFL,
MCT Photo Service
Graphic: Tim Goheen

401

3
TDs Ints
39
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Head coach Bill Belichick

W
13

L
3

Offense

2011 record
Pct.
.813

Finish
1st–AFC East

2011 rankings

Total offense
Rushing
Passing

Defense
© 2012 MCT

Cmp

Rank

New England Patriots

The

Head coach Tom Coughlin

W
9

Tom Brady
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Rank

Total defense
Rushing
Passing

INSTANTLY
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for just $1.00

Rank Yards/game
2
20
2

Rank
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317.8

Yards/game
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M c C l a t c h y - Tr i b u n e

The Super Bowl is a make-or-break night for advertisers
■ One-minute commercials during Super Bowl I cost $75,000 on
NBC and $85,000 on CBS. (Both
networks broadcast the game.) One
30-second commercial during the
last Super Bowl cost around $3
million (that’s $100,000 a second).
■ The average 30-second commercial price reached $1 million for
the first time in 1995. The $2 million mark was first topped in 2000,
and commercial costs reached $3
million for the first time in 2009.
■ Commercial slots during the
first quarter typically are the most
expensive, with slots in the fourth
quarter the least expensive.
■ Fifty-one percent of people
surveyed by The Nielsen
Company in January 2010 said
they watch the Super Bowl for the
commercials. Also, commercials
viewed during the first quarter
tended to be the most remembered and the most liked.
■ The second-half kickoff of
Super Bowl I had to be replayed
because NBC was airing a
Winston cigarettes commercial
when the kickoff took place.
■ Researchers at the
University of Buffalo tracked 529
Super Bowl commercials from
1989-2005 and found that companies with the 10 most-liked ads
each year saw their stock prices
increase a quarter of a percent on
the Monday after the Super Bowl.
With companies that advertise
during the Super Bowl having an
average market value of about
$30 billion, that quarter-percent
gain represented about an $80
million increase in one day.
■ Farrah Fawcett and Joe
Namath promoted Noxzema in
the first high-profile Super Bowl
ad, aired in 1973 during Super
Bowl VII. The commercial featured Fawcett playfully spreading
Noxzema shaving cream across
Namath’s face.

1973: Farrah Fawcett and Joe
Namath promoting Noxzema.

■ Budweiser’s Clydesdales
first appeared during Super Bowl
XX in 1986 and have been in more
than a dozen Super Bowl ads.
■ Seventeen “dot-com” companies advertised during Super
Bowl XXXIV in 2000, making up
almost half of the advertisers. But
that number dropped to three the
following year because of the dotcom bust. One of the three survivors was E*Trade, which featured a monkey riding a horse
past failed dot-com companies.
■ AOL was the sponsor of the
infamous “wardrobe malfunction”
halftime show with Janet Jackson
and Justin Timberlake (Super
Bowl XXXVIII, 2004).
■ In the year after Go Daddy
advertised in Super Bowl XXXIX
(2005) for the first time, the domain
name registrar saw its active sites
increase by 136 percent. That
boosted Go Daddy to become the
world’s largest Web hosting firm.

BY DAVID THOMAS/MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

The teams on the field aren’t the only ones with Super Bowl game
plans. The companies that will push their products and services
from the stage of the world’s largest single-day sporting event have
been planning since the final seconds of last year’s game.
Companies have thrived and nose-dived based on Super Bowl viewers’ opinions of their brand — all based on television commercials.
With the countdown clock ticking for advertisers, here are some
things to know about Super Bowl commercials:
(1999). In the commercial, four
white mercenaries in a Humvee
chased a Kenyan runner, gave him
a drug-laced drink that knocked
him unconscious, then put running shoes on him under the
motto of “To serve and protect
feet.” Just for Feet sued its advertising agency — the suit later was
dropped — and filed for bankruptcy later that year.

1984: Apple’s George Orwellinspired commercial.

■ Apple’s groundbreaking,
George Orwell-inspired “1984”
commercial during Super Bowl
XVIII (1984) introduced consumers to the Macintosh personal
computer. It also ushered in a new
era of Super Bowl commercials
and is widely considered the most
impacting Super Bowl ad ever.
■ The original plan called for
the Apple commercial to run Jan.
1 during college bowl games, but
the commercial was pushed back
to the Super Bowl because
Macintosh’s launch date was
scheduled for late January.
■ Apple bought 90 seconds of
commercial time for Super Bowl
XVIII. But when Apple’s board of
directors strongly disliked the
“1984” commercial, Apple sold
30 seconds of its slot and, eventually, decided to run the commercial anyway. The commercial cost
almost $1 million to produce and
ran only one other time on television — early morning on a small
Idaho television station so that the
commercial would be eligible
for advertising awards.
■ Apple sold 72,000
Macintosh computers during
the first 100 days the product was available after
Super Bowl XVIII — 44
percent above projections.

advertise in another Super Bowl
for more than a decade.
■ New York Giants quarterback
Phil Simms (Super Bowl XXI,
1987) was the first player to be
filmed on the field after a Super
Bowl for an “I’m going to Disney
World” commercial.
■ The “Where’s the beef?”
line from the Wendy’s commercial during Super Bowl XVIII in
1984 worked its way into the
world of politics later that year.
Walter Mondale helped gain the
Democratic nomination for president by asking, “Where’s the
beef?” when criticizing Gary
Hart’s campaign platform.
■ Burger King’s Herb the Nerd
campaign during Super Bowl XX
in 1986 is considered one of the
biggest flops in Super Bowl advertising history. Consumers showed
little interest in following the campaign’s theme of finding Herb,
who had never eaten at Burger
King, and the multimillion dollar
campaign is still remembered for
the wrong reasons.
■ Master Lock is considered
one of Super Bowl advertising’s
greatest success stories. The small
company paid $107,000 for a 30second spot during Super Bowl
VIII in 1974, and the gamble paid
off big-time. In that commercial,
a sharpshooter shot a bullet from
a high-powered rifle into a Master
Lock padlock, but the padlock
remained locked. Public trust in
its products enabled the small
company to become the world’s
largest manufacturer of padlocks.
Although Super Bowl commercials used up most of Master
Lock’s annual advertising budget,
the company aired commercials in
21 Super Bowls before announcing in 1997 it no longer would
advertise during the game.
■ Spuds MacKenzie, Bud
Light’s official party dog,
made his Super

■ The following
year, during Super
Bowl XIX, Apple followed up its super
“1984” effort with
one of the worst ads
in Super Bowl history. Sales dropped
after the
“Lemmings”
commercial,
Apple suffered
through financial difficulties,
and the company didn’t

Bowl debut in 1987 during Super
Bowl XXI. Although a male in
commercials, Spuds actually was
a female bull terrier named Honey
Tree Evil Eye.
■ The Coca-Cola commercial
featuring “Mean Joe” Greene
sharing a Coke and a smile with a
kid consistently rates as one of the
favorite Super Bowl commercials.
However, the commercial did not
debut during a Super Bowl. The
ad first aired during the 1979 regular season, then aired in the following Super Bowl (XIV).
■ The Mean Joe Coke commercial led to a 1981 made-forTV movie titled “The Steeler and
the Pittsburgh Kid,” in which
Greene played himself.

to sing” made its Super Bowl
debut in 1972 in Super Bowl VI.
The commercial, titled “Hilltop,”
aired for six years. The commercial was recreated for Super Bowl
XXIV in 1990 and included some
of the original commercial’s
actors and their children.
■ Louie, one of Budweiser’s
lizards that first appeared at Super
Bowl XXXII in 1998, made it onto
the paint scheme of the car driven
by NASCAR’s Ricky Craven.
■ For Super Bowl XXVI,
broadcast on CBS in 1992, FritoLay sponsored Fox’s “In Living
Color Super Halftime Party” that
tempted viewers to switch over to
the rival network during halftime of
the game. The next year, Frito-Lay
became the first national sponsor of
the Super Bowl’s halftime show,
which featured Michael Jackson.
■ MillerCoors aired a one-second commercial for its Miller
High Life brand during Super
Bowl XLIII in 2009. The ad did
not run in all parts of the country.
MillerCoors had to purchase the
spot through local NBC outlets
because Anheuser-Busch held
exclusive national alcohol advertising rights for the Super Bowl.
■ McDonald’s reported a sales
increase of 22 percent after advertising in Super Bowl III.
■ The Journal of Advertising
Research reported in 2004 that
movies promoted during a Super
Bowl earned twice as much at the
box office during their debut
week than movies not promoted
during a Super Bowl.

Budweiser verses Bud Light
in the battle of the Bud Bowl.

■ The first Bud Bowl was held
in 1989, during Super Bowl
XXIII. Using stop-action to play
out the game, producers needed
about 10 hours to shoot two seconds of commercial action.
■ “Wassup” became a part of
the American vocabulary because
of an Anheuser-Busch commercial
that first aired on Monday Night
Football, but hit it big during Super
Bowl XXXIV (2000).
■ Coca-Cola’s peace-promoting commercial featuring young
people from around
the world singing
“I’d like to teach
the world

■ Publisher’s Clearing House
began announcing its winner on live
television during Super Bowl broadcasts in 1995, for Super Bowl
XXIX. Nervous that the winner
would not be home, a member of
the PCH prize patrol posed as a
Super Bowl commercial surveyor
and called the winner the weekend
of the big game to learn whether the
winner would be watching at home.
■ At Super Bowl XXVIII
(1994), Reebok aired a commercial near the end of the game that
was filmed and edited during the
game. To promote its InstaPump
shoes, Reebok purchased the last
spot of the game. The commercial
was supposed to be delivered to
NBC with five minutes to spare,
but instead was turned in a little
less than three minutes before
air time.
■ TNS Media
Intelligence research discovered that from 19902009, Anheuser-Busch
spent $311.8 million on
Super Bowl advertisements. The
rest of the top five biggest
spenders: PepsiCo
($254.2 million), General
Motors ($80.5
million), Walt
Disney ($71.6)
and Time Warner
($64.8).
■ During that
20-year period,
according to TNS,
the Super Bowl generated $2.17 billion of
network sales, with 210
advertisers and more
than 1,400 commercials.

■ One of the worstreceived Super Bowl commercials was Just for Feet’s
“Kenya Mission” spot during Super Bowl XXXIII
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